
Circulation of Resolutions and
Constitution
Veida 5779

This email serves to circulate the resolutions (i.e. motions passed) from Veida
5779 as indicated in part 9.9.6 of FZY's Constitution.

Motions have been edited for brevity. For the full text of a given motion, please be
in touch with a member of the Movement Team.

Note that in the first instance, responsibility for the implementation of a motion lies
with the motion's proposer.

In addition, should any member or delegate wish to access the full constitution,
please be in touch with a member of the Movement Team.

Results of elections

Veida voted to elect Imi Wise as FZY's Mazkira for the year 5780.

Veida voted to support Grief Encounter as its annual UK charity. This charity
was proposed by Lauren Smith.

Veida voted to elect Lauren Smith as the Bogrim Ambassador to Year Course.

Veida voted to elect Joel Landschaft-Singe as the Editor of The Young Zionist.

Constitutional amendments passed
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Addition to Standing Orders (Schedule A) 
This Veida mandates the addition of a new procedural motion hereafter referred to
as E1h. 
E1h shall state the following: 'That the motion under discussion be moved to a
vote.' 
This Veida mandates the addition of a new procedural motion hereafter referred to
as E2h. 
E2h shall state the following: 'The procedural motion may be discussed for up to
one round, after which the proposer of the original motion may summate for up to
two mins. A vote (on the procedural motion) will ensue immediately, and require a
simple majority.'

The Education Curriculum Amendment (13.2.3) 
The educational curriculum must be made available and briefly presented to all
delegates at Veida.

The Bogrim Amendment (6.1) 
Amends the text from 'whose members have...' to 'of the movement'. The text
now reads: ‘…whose members include all graduates of Year Course under the
age of 25, as well as all members between the ages of 18 and 25 who do not or
did not participate in Year Course.’

The Grammatical Amendment (9.5) 
Adds 9.5.4: ‘Orthographical and/or grammatical amendments to this constitution
which satisfy the restrictions in point 9.5.1 will not require a four-week notice
period and may be passed in any plenary Session during Veida. These shall still
require a two-thirds majority and shall take effect at the conclusion of Veida. The
Chair of that session will have absolute discretion to decide whether a
constitutional amendment is orthographical and/or grammatical in nature.’ 
Adds 9.5.5: ‘Discussion of orthographical and/or grammatical amendments shall
be in the same form as that for Motions (Standing Orders A), except that a two-
thirds majority is required.’

The Five Hour Amendment (9.4.3-4) 
Amends text to: ‘9.4.3 All motions submitted shall be composited in accordance
with sections 9.4.5, and with Standing Orders, and shall be displayed in a
prominent position for ten minutes before the relevant plenary. The Chair will have
absolute discretion to waive the ten-minute wait period in the penultimate and final
plenary sessions at Veida.’ 
‘9.4.4 Any further amendment may be submitted by members of the kehillot, the
Mazkirut, the Sabbatical Officers, or a Stipendiary Official any time prior to
summation.’



The Membership Definition Amendment (5.1) 
Adds to the end of 5.1 the words 'within the last 24 months'.

The Editorial Amendment (8.6) 
Amends 8.6 to state: 'Veida shall also elect, or shall instruct the Mazkir-elect to
appoint, an editor of The Young Zionist, who may be a Sabbatical Officer.'

Other updates to Standing Orders (schedule A) 
Addition of A4: 'If there is sufficient demand, a second round of speeches for and
against the motion may be heard; this is down to the chair’s discretion. The
second person to speak in favour will be the seconder of the motion, however this
can be waived to someone else.' 
Amendment of A10: 'No delegate shall speak more than once on the same
motion – unless the original proposer of a motion wishes to speak against a
carried amended version of a motion – except to make a summation speech.' 
Amendment F1a and F1b to replace 'right to reply' with 'right of summation for the
debate'.

List of other resolutions (i.e. motions passed)

Early Mental Health Training 
This Veida strongly suggests that Hadracha Aleph and Bet both receive some
training or a talk about how to real both with their own mental health and wellbeing,
as well as the mental health and (emotional) wellbeing of the chanichim. 
Proposed by: Reese Golding 
Seconded by: Rachel Nuransky

Bready, Steady, Go - Motion 
This Veida strongly suggests there should be Warburton's wholemeal brown
bread available at all FZY Shabbatons/breakfasts as well as the usual white
bread. 
Proposed by: Harrison Berg 
Seconded by: Jack Warner

Delegate Card Motion 
This Veida suggests the use of slips of cards (and optionally, lanyards) for
delegates to indicate their votes at Veida. 
This Veida suggests that lanyards (and cards) are handed in at the end of each
plenary session to ensure that they are not lost. 
Proposed by: Peter Strauss 
Seconded by: Reese Golding



The Mitzvah Motion 
This Veida strongly suggests that every Friday morning on Israel Tour is
dedicated to charity work, sending different tours to different charities to create
unique experiences. 
Proposed by: Renée Yantin 
Seconded by: Lucy Ross

The Holocaust Memorial Motion 
This Veida mandates that FZY should have an appropriate and proper event to
commemorate the memory of one of the darkest events in history (i.e. the
Holocaust). 
Proposed by: Imi Wise 
Seconded by: Emma Mendel

Make Joel Great Again Motion 
This Veida mandates that FZY return the hate to the honourable gentleman (i.e.
Joel Landschaft-Singe). 
Proposed by: Harrison Berg 
Seconded by: Jack Warner

The Machon Maccabiah Termination Motion 
This Veida strongly suggests that Machon are no longer welcome at Maccabiah
on FZY Israel Tour. 
Proposed by: Jacob West 
Seconded by: Ariella Basger

The "Bogrim Ambassador to Year Course" Motion 
This Veida mandates a debate at Veida 5780 of this constitutional amendment
(8.6.2: Bogrim Ambassador to Year Course). 
This Veida mandates the election of the first Bogrim Ambassador to Year Course
at Veida 5779. 
This Veida mandates that the Bogrim Ambassador to Year Course will be a
graduate of year course, responsible for maintaining meaningful contact with Year
Course (i.e. providing advice or tips), responsible for keeping Year Course up to
date with FZY and FZY up to date with Year Course, and working under the Year
Course coordinator. 
Proposed by: Jack Warner 
Seconded by: Joel Landschaft-Singe

The Everyone looks Better in Fancy Dress Motion 
This Veida mandates that for one day on Veida, everyone shall be in fancy dress
in coordination with the theme, which will be chosen by the Veida Committee and
announced publicly two months before the Veida. 



Proposed by: Harrison Berg 
Seconded by: Joel Landschaft-Singe

The Palestine Motion* 
This Veida mandates that there is some education with regards to Palestinian
viewpoints. 
Proposed by: Charlie Berman 
Seconded by: Omer Drori

The Pluralism Motion 
This Veida strongly suggests that more has to be done to instils values of healthy
conversation with people who hold different views. 
This Veida strongly suggests that, at FZY events and programmes, more must
be done to educate people on how to have these debates and teach members
these skills. 
This Veida strongly suggests that all madrichim and bogrim create an
atmosphere where healthy debate is not just welcomed but encouraged. 
Proposed by: Ross Waterman 
Seconded by: Jack Warner

The EnvironmenTour Charities Motion 
This Veida strongly suggests that FZY should run a session with an
environmental charity in Israel during Israel Tour. 
Proposed by: Ella Broomberg 
Seconded by: Lucy Ross

FZY's Commitment to the Two-State Solution (Part Two) 
This Veida affirms FZY's opposition to the BDS movement. 
Proposed by: Peter Strauss 
Seconded by: Lauren Smith

The Mentoring Motion 
This Veida suggests that individual Kedmanikim (i.e. Hadrachim) and Bogrim
meet up for a monthly catch-up. 
This Veida strongly suggests that all bogrim write a short description about
themselves and that Kedmanikim receive a list and select two-three bogrim with
whom they wish to work. 
This Veida strongly suggests that the Movement Team arranges the logistics and
match up mentors with mentees for monthly catch-ups. 
This Veida strongly suggests that these catch-ups take the form of an informal,
mutual conversation between two members of the youth movement that wish to
remain in contact, stay involved in FZY and be a friend. 
Proposed by: Renée Yantin 



Seconded by: Sophie Baxter

The Leeds Information Motion 
This Veida strongly suggests that FZY hold information evenings for parents with
children in Years 7, 8 and 9 and promote more FZY opportunities in Leeds. 
This Veida strongly suggests the promotion of such opportunities through The
Zone's Instagram profile. 
Proposed by: Cameron Taylor 
Seconded by: Lucy Ross

The "Year Course Needs a Voice" Motion 
This Veida strongly suggests the selection of one Year Course participant each
year to attend Veida on behalf of other Year Course participants. 
This Veida strongly suggests that this participant be chosen by an application
process to be created by the Bogrim Ambassador to Year Course and the
Movement Team. 
This Veida strongly suggests this person act as the mouthpiece for motions and
amendments submitted by participants of Year Course. 
This Veida strongly suggests the individual would have a twenty-minute
presentation at Veida to update FZY's members on their kvutsa's growth and
experiences. 
Proposed by: Joel Landschaft-Singe 
Seconded by: Tommy Whitfield

Changing the Charity Motion Motion 
This Veida strongly suggests that annual Veida should be able to commit its
support to additional charities in Israel. 
Proposed by: Renée Yantin 
Seconded by: Reese Golding

Veida continued to strongly suggest supporting Shalva, Friends of Roots, Aleh
and Wings of Krembo. Veida rejected supporting Yad Vashem as a charity.

The Spilling the Chari-Tea Motion 
This Veida mandates having set aims of FZY's commitment for its annual charity.
This Veida mandates FZY host a talk by its annual charity for Movement
members. 
This Veida mandates the appointment of ambassadors to organise a charity
event or ways to raise money. 
Proposed by: Emma Mendel 
Seconded by: Charlie Armstrong

R.O.N. the Charity 



This Veida strongly suggests the re-opening of nominations for the 'charity
motion' whereby suggestions are collected from the whole movement (e.g.
through SurveyMonkey). 
This Veida strongly suggests that, if there are fewer than three charities proposed
at Veida to be supported, then nominations are reopened until at least three
charities are offered for consideration. 
Proposed by: Peter Strauss 
Seconded by: Emily Galman

The No Longer Bored-Game Motion 
This Veida mandates the provision of board games for members on Friday
nights. 
Proposed by: Jack Warner 
Seconded by: Charlie Armstrong

This is Such a Tissue 
This Veida mandates napkins at every meal. 
Proposed by: Asher Goldberg 
Seconded by: Ross Waterman

The Easy Ulpan Motion 
This Veida mandates on programmes that each room is referred to by a Hebrew
word (as opposed to 'dining hall'). 
This Veida strongly suggests a Hebrew Word of the Day on every FZY
programme. 
Proposed by: Lauren Smith 
Seconded by: Asher Goldberg
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